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"This report was prepared as an account of work
sponsored by the United States Government. Neither
the United States nor the United States Department
of Energy, nor any of their employees, nor any of
their contractors, subcontractors, or their employees,
makes any warrant-, express or implied, or assumes
any legal liabili lly or responsibility for the accur-
acy, completeness or usefulness of any information,
apparatus, product or process disclosed, or repre-
sents that its use would not infringe privately
owned rights."
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1.0 Summary
Copper pastes were prepared by the first subcontractor.
Properties of these pastes did not reproduce earlier results
4 n rheology and metallurgy. Electrodes made with pastes
produced under the previous contract were analyzed and
compared with the raw materials.
A needle-like structure was observed on the earlier
electroded solar cells, and was identified as eutectic
copper-silicon by electron probe Xray spectroscopy. The
existence of this phase was thought to benefit electrical
and metallurgical properties of the contact. Subsequently
electrodes made from new material were also shown to contain
this phase while simultaneously having poor adhesion.
A solar cell	 experiment including front' contact
experimentation was done.
	 No electrical information was
obtained due to inadequate contact adhesion.
Experiments were conducted with variations in paste
parameters, firing conditions, including gas ambients,
furnace furniture, silicon surface and others.
The Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conference was attended and a
paper was presented. Semiconductor and solar cell research
activities in. Munich were visited and activities of mutual
interest were discussed.
A liquid medium, intended to provide transport during the
carbon fluoride decomposition was incorporated in the paste
with promising results, resulting in better adhesion and
surviving preliminary environmental tests. 2 x 2 cm solar
1
cells made with fluorocarbon activated copper electrodes and
gave 7% AMT efficiency (without. AR coating).
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Introduction
The purpose of this study is to provide economical, improved
f
thick	 film	 solar	 cell	 contacts	 for ,ihe	 high-volume
production of
	 low-cost silicon solar array	 modules for the
LSA Project.
{ This	 work	 is	 based	 upon	 the	 concept of	 an	 all	 metal
screenable electrode ink, 	 investigated in Contract #955164.
i It was first :Found that	 ^ lver powder with lead acting as a
i; liquid sintering	 medium and with silver	 fluoride acting as
an	 oxide scavenger,	 con Anuous	 adherent electrode	 Layers
result on silicon. 	 During the final phase of the antecedent
contract it	 was shown that	 base metals such	 as copper can
likewise be sintered	 to provide an ohmic contact on silicon
i when	 appropriately	 doped.	 The	 most successful	 screened
solar cell	 contacts were achieved	 using germanium-aluminum
' and	 silicon-aluminum eutectics as 	 additions to	 the pastes
i-
for back contacts.
}
t` The objectives of the investigation are to provide all metal
II, screenable pastes using economical base metals, suitable for
f application	 to low-to-high	 conductivity silicon	 of either
..f
conductivity	 type	 and	 possibly	 to	 aluminum	 surfaces.
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3.0 Work With Earlier Copper Systems
3.1 Attempts to Reproduce 5071, ,5079 and S080 Pastes
Pastes were prepared by the first subcontractor with silver
fluoride obtained from several sources in order to determine
the material giving optimum adhesion of fired contacts, and
obtain properties reproducing earlier results 1 ' z • Sources
included Alfa Chemical Company, Apache Chemical and Hudson
Labs.	 A batch of S071 (similar to Fl, Table VI) prepared with
silver fluoride left over from the previous contract did not give
results distinguishable from the others.
The best paste in color and adhesion was S071A9 prepared with
Hudson Laboratories silver fluoride. Fifteen different
batches of S071 were tried.
The firing process was examined, and firing experiments were
carried out in three different facilities: AVX Materials
Division (forming gas consisting of 90% nitrogen and 10%
hydrogen) in a belt furnace, Bernd Ross Associates, two step
firing process (5 minutes nitrogen followed by 8 minutes of
hydrogen) in a quartz tube furnace; Applied Solar Energy
Corporation, similar two step firing process in a quartz tube
furnace.
It was found that copper pastes prepared with silver fluoride
exhibited a marked change in surface color as a function of
0
time, independent of storage conditions. The surface changed
from a reddish-brown color to dark brown and in extreme cases
becoming almost black in appearance.
	 Stirring immediately
4
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restored the original color. Pastes containing all
ingredients except silver fluoride did not exhibit a color
change. While the effect of light upon silver halides is
well known, this is not expected to be a factor, since pastes
were kept in opaque glass containers. This phenomenon had
not been observed with pastes prepared under the previous
contract..
The sintering process appears to proceed in the recent pastes
similarly to the previously fabricated material.
3.2 Results of Analysis
Figure 1 shows an SEM micrograph of paste 5071-A1$ in the
dried, green (unfired) condition taken at 850X.
	 Figure 2
c-ho;r;a the same ink printed on silicon and fired by the two--
step process at 555 0 C, at the same magnification. Figure 3
is the same electrode at 4250X, both micrographs show good
sintering action, dienoted by grain growth and contiguous grain boundaries.
Optical micrography was also used as an analytical tool.
Figure 4 shows an optical micrograph of S079A3*f iced at 5000C
(two- step) at approximately 200X magnification. Figure 5
shows S071A10 fired at 550 0C at the same magnification.
Despite the higher temperature S071A10 appears to be more
fine-grained. This may be due to the absence of the eutectic
phase (aluminum►-silicon) which lowers the system melting
point of S079A3. Figure 6 shows the edge of a screened print
of S071A9 fired at 550 0C (two step) same magnification, and
Figure 7 is similarly taken at the center of the electrode.
*similar to Fl with addition of 4wt.a Al-Si eui	 '.c
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Figure 8 shows a print under the same conditions except fired
at a slightly higher temperature 575 0 C. Since the
magnifications are identical on all these micrographs, it is
obvious that the 25 0 C temperature differential in the
isochronal sintering experiment leads
	 to significantly
greater grain growth.
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4.
Fiq. 1 SLM Micrograph of in unfired
ti071-nt8 print, dried at 900oC, 850X.
Fig. 	 M.lq. 85OX	 Fig. 3 Maq . 4250
5L•'M Micrograph of S071 print fired at 550 0C by the nitrogen-
hydrogen two step process.
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Fig. 4 optical micrograph of g 079A3 print (with
eutectic dopant), fired at 500 0C (two step) at 200X.
Fig. 5 optical micrograph of S071A10 print (undoped)
fired at 550 0C (Gwo step) at 200X.
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Fig. 6 Edge of print 	 Fig. 7 Center of print
Optical microqraph of S071Ai fired at 550°C. fagnification 200X
Fig. 8
Optical micrograph of S071A9 fired at 575°C.
Magnification 200X.
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4.0 Silver fluoride-containing copper pastes
4.1 Paste and Contact Experimentation, Silver Fluoride
During the reporting period eleven pastes using
fluorocarbon and eleven pastes using silver fluoride
were fabricated.	 Most of these gave poor results, with
powdery surfaces indicating inadequate sintering and
insufficient adhesion. Figure 9 shows a macrophotograph
of a number of test pieces of early electrode paste
samples. The Scotch tape strip for the adhesion test is
displayed above each sample. Pastes are from top to
bottom F5 (AgF), F6 (AgF) and F7 (fluorocarbon) and the
firing temperatures are from left to right 525 0C, 5500C,
575 °C, 600 °C, and 625 °C.
	 In some cases the total
electrode lifted From the substrate.
Since adhesion of the copper silver fluoride pastes was
so poor, it was decided to try some of the original
silver pastes (containing 2% silver fluoride) which had
given acceptable adhesion and scratch resistance.
Silicon wafers were screened with silver ink S032 and
fired at 550 0
 C in air and by the two step process.
Excellent adhesion was obtained in the case of airfired
silver electrodes. Silver electrodes fired in hydrogen
separated from the substrates spontaneously. The silver
electrodes removed from the substrates had good sheet
integrity and strength.
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The structure of the silver electrode sheets is shown in
Figures 10 and 11 at 1800x and 9000x, respectively. The
structure is so well interlocked as to appear
oversintered. The smaller circular dots are believed to
be a segregated metallic lead phase.
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525 0C	 55000	 5750C
	 60000	 6250C
Figure 9.
above.
Photograph of 3 pastes with Scotch tape test strips
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Figure 10 SEM micrograph of 5032 silver electrode separated
from silicon substrate, fired at 550 0C by two step process
at 1800x.
Figure 11
	
SEM micrograph of 5032 silver electrode separated
from silicon substrate, fired at 5500C by two step process
at 9000x.	 -'
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Previously we suspected interference of the hydrogen with
the etching action of the fluorine component. In view of
the information obtained in Section 8.O, another explanation
may be in order. The bonds at the silicon surface may be
more attractive to hydrogen than other atomic species, based
upon the remarkable silicon-hydrogen bond strength.
Silver fluoride content of the copper pastes ranged from
1.1 wt% to 3.7 wt%. Smaller quantities of ' silver fluoride
were utilized after an analysis by Dr. Joseph Parker, which
pointed to spoiler reactions resulting from the presence of
silver fluoride (Section 7.0) .
The paste containing the smallest amount of silver fluoride
gave the best results to date. One test sample fired in
nitrogen at 5500C, passing the Scotch tape test (F12).
Figures 12 and 13 show SEM micrographs of electrodes result-
ing from this experiment (shown at 1800x and 9000x, respec-
tively) while the sintering action appears to be moderately
good, the surface texture, suggests an oxide coating (partic-
ularly at the higher magnification).
One further variation tried was the use of copper flake for
the major constituent in paste F15. Electrodes fired at
5500C by the two step process are shown as SEM micrographs
in Figures 14 and 15. Magnifications are 1800x and 9000x,
respectively. The electrodes resulting from this had good
metallic sheen, presumably due to the orientation of the
major flake plane, but poor adhesion and cohesion. In
14
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Figure 12 SEM micrograph of F12 electrode fired in nitrogen
at 550 0C, at 1800x.
Figure 13 SEM micrograph of F12 electrode fired in nitrogen
at 550°C, at 9000x.
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Figure 14 SEM micrograph of F15 copper paste with flake
copper and silver fluoride f fired by the two step process
at 5500C, at 1800x.
Figure 15 SEM micrograph of F15 copper paste with flake
copper and silver fluoride,fired by the two step process
at 550°C, at 9000x.
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addition the flakes tended to coat the screen wire mesh.
S080 electrodes fabricated during a solar cell experiment
under the previous contract 3 were reexamined. A, fragment
of a solar cell which originally had a copper contact
applied with initially good adhesion, was found to have
the contact partially separated. The electrode metal was
curved away from the silicon substrate, indicative of
strain, in the sense of contraction relative to the silicon.
This is as would be expected from the thermal behavior of
copper relative to silicon. The thermal expansion coeffic-
ients of copper, Lead and silicon are., respectively:
Copper L 8T - 17.7:1.10`-6 (oC) —i
Lead	 f aT = 28.9 -10 `^'6 (oC) 
_l
Silicon f T
	 2.56-10-1 (oC) _l
If appropriately sintered, a copper grain matrix exists at
the end of the sintering step, which took place at 550 0C in
the subject device. The amount of strain resulting front the
mismatch is 0.05cm. Assuming the diameter of the solar cell
to be 2.25 inches or 5.72cm and the copper grain matrix to
cool through 5200C without relaxation, the calculated rad-
ius of curvature of the electrode is 45.5 cm.
While the initial adhesion of S080 paste was excellent it
appears that longterm storage (approximately 18 months)
caused catastrophic spalling of the copper electrode.
I
17
While the causes for this are not known, it may be that the
relatively thick and densely sintered electrode could not
withstand thermal. cycling.
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4.2 Solar Celli Experiments
The solar cell experiments were done with pastes S071
and 5093 involving the front contact. The first of
these utilized wafers with various junction depths and
silicon oxide coatings.
	
The experimental parameters
were described in detail in reference 4..	 Due to poor
adhesion no electrical data could be obtained.
in a second experiment, paste F20 was utilized on cells
with a junction depth of approximately 0.5um and an Si02
antiref lection coating. As in the first experiment the
contact was screc,ned on the AR coating with the intent
of firing through. The contact adhesion problem was
again sufficient to prevent the taking of solar cell
measurement data.
ir
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Results of Analysis
p	 1
A simple S::	 potehr tape adherence test was devised to allow ,
crude, instant evaluation of the results of electrode tests.
Likewise a scratch test, that allows comparative analysis
of the electrode strength, was initiated. ~"
j	 During the present reporting period a number of pastes man- t
ufactured previously with varying parameters were analyzed.
The manual screening was improved, to allow reproducible
registration and constant snapoff distance (.012 11 ).	 The
tube furnace was reprofilF 4 with the standard platinum
T
	-
platinum plus 13% rhodium thermocouple and a digital micro-
voltmeter.
	 An error was found on the furnace chromel-
w	 alumel thermocouple.
	 Spot checks vith platinum reference
thermocouple were made routine on all firings.
	 Some vari-I;
ation in firing was found leading to some suspicion of
E
potential downstream contamination from contaminated fur-
{
nace tube, gas or exudant from upstream samples.
i
Problems with layers were:
1) Lack of adhesion, possibly due to inadequate reduction
r
r	 ^	 s
of oxide,	 (silicon surface and powder grain surfaces)
f	 4
or tying up of dangling surface bonds by hydrogen atoms.
Y3
t
2) Poor sintering due to inadequate liquid transport (dis-
cussed in Section 5.2).
Samples of characterization attempts of successful and un-
successful pastes are shown in the rollowing figures.
rigure 16 depicts four optical photomicrographs of
successful S080 substrates (upper left) and S080 print F	 ;`'
(upper right)	 and unsuccessful S079 substrate (;lower left)
20
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>E• iklure I(,	 Optical microcgraphs of SOHO successful and S079
unsuccessful screened prints with vxperimental copper pastes.
LEFT SIDE, TOP: Silicon substrate under tiood S080 print (rl-
eotmio removed by acid etch) .
BOTTOM: Silicon :substrate of 5079 print (electrode
tkr1tx1 spontanvotisly) .
RIGHT SIDE, TOP: SOHO successful electrode print.
BOTTOM: 5079 unsuccessful electrode print.
wiynification 200\
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and S079 print (lower right). In the case of the substrates
the S080 electrode was removed by etching with concentrated
nitric acid, and the S079 electrode print peeled spontane-
ously. The difference between S080 and S079 is the use of
germanium-silicon eutectic at 5wt.% in the former and alumi-
num-silicon eutectic in the latter.
The major observable difference in the micrographs is the lar-
ger grain size and coarser faceting in the case of the suc-
cessful S080 paste.
Figure 17 shows a composite of SEM micrographs depicting
an unsuccessful 5080 electroding experiment. The substrate
is shown on the left side and the electrode on the right,
both at 1800x and at 4500x. The firing of this paste at
5500C by the two step process resulted in a small degree of
sintering, making the micrograph resemble that of a powder.
By contrast, Figure 18 shows a successful print of the S080
paste taken on a Cambridge SEM at roughly two magnifications
1800 - 1900x, and 4500	 4700x. The striking appearance of
the copper silicon eutectic needle structure dominates the
pictures of the silicon substrate. On the right the elec-
trode can be seen.
Figures 19and 20 show black and white reproductions of the
color readout of xray dispersive spectra of successful S080
electrodes and the silicon substrate, respectively. -The
spectra allow reading of the lines of copper (Cu), Aluminum
22
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Figure 17	 Composite of SEM micrographs of S080 unsuc:essful
electroding experiment.
Left Side: Substrate.
Right Si e: Electrode.
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Figure 18 Composite of SEM micrographs of S080 successful
screen print.
Left Side: Silicon substrate.
Right Side: Electrode.
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Figure 19 Black and white reproduction of color coded
Xray dispersive spectrum of successful S080 electrode.
25
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Figure 20 Black and white reproduction of color coded
Xray dispersive spectrum of successful S080 electrode.
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5.0 Cont.
(Al), lead (Pb) silicon (Si) and silver in Figure 19
and silicon, aluminum silver, copper and tin(Sn) in
Figure 20 The figures are shown only as illustrative of
R
the method,as no clues for the differences in performance
could be obtained from the spectra.
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at the periphery of the pattern was used for measurement of
the electrode resistance, from which the electrode resisti-
vity can be calculated by
P = electrode resistivity Qcm
R = measured resistance, Q
t = electrode thickness, cm
w = electrode width, cm
Q	 electrode length, cm
(1)	 p R ^W S2cm
where
5.0 Fluorocarbon containing copper pastes
5.1 Paste, Contact Experiments and Analysis
During the present interval paste formulation was reinstated
at a new subcontract facility. The purpose of this change
was to allow more intimate control of material and process
by direct contract personnel.
New screens were designed and fabricated in order to allow
utilization of convenient and economical 2cm x 2cm solar
cell blanks. A design was made for a universal test pattern
and solar cell front and back electrodes. These could be
used both for basic ink parameter measurements and solar
cell contact experimentation. The test pattern allows measure-
ment of contact resistance, line resistance substrate resis-
tivity, optical line resolution and electrical line resolution
and is shown in Figure 21. The linear pattern at the top
facilitates a measurement allowing the calculation of contact
resistivity (in Stcm 2 ) , simultaneously giving the resistivity
of the silicon substrate. The large squares (2.5mm x 2.5mm),at
the extremes of the linear array,prov.ide the current elec-
trodes in the measurement, wliile the small series of rec-
tangles provide the voltage sources in the array . This por-
5
tion of the design had been used previously
	 A long line
y
^1.
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Figure 21 Photograph of screen pattern, with contact resist-
ance, line resistance optical and electrical resolution test.
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'.^he interwoven pattern under the contact resistance array
serves to determine line definition and the degree of
measurable crossover or bridging, based upon a resistance
measurement. It will be noted that two sets of line pairs
are provided, one that is coarse (.009 inches line width and spacing) .
and one that is fine, .004 inches line width and spacing (See Fig-
ure 21, lower an& upper portion, respectively) . It has been
noted that screening in a direction perpendicular to a line
tends to reduce line resolution. Based upon these designs,
frames were ordered both for #325 mesh screens and #230 mesh
screens. The #325 mesh screens were chosen initially to
allow ultimate resolution, but proved to be too fine to
allow sufficiently thick deposits. The #230 mesh screens
were adequate.
Initial experiments with fluorocarbon pastes gave unsatis-
factory results, both from an adhesive and a sintering
standpoint. Figures 22 and 23 show an example of an electrode
which exemplifies the problem. Microscopic examination of
the lead raw material showed that a high percentage of the	 {
grains were quite large ( ,\-50pm), resulting both in poor
distribution of the liquid sintering medium.as well as the
possibility of the printing screen acting as a sieve. This
would hold back a portion of the lead component, upsetting
the intended compositional ratios, and could explain the
problem of undersintering.
n-
C^
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Figure 22 SEM micrograph at 1800x of F7 copper fluorocarbon
paste fired at 6000C by the two step process.
Figure 23 same as above except 9000x. Note lack of sinter-
ing as shown by small particle size and absence of contiguous
grain aggregates.
31
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This problem was eliminated by ordering #200 lead powder,
and sifting the available powder through a #400 stainless
steel z.reen. Some improvement in sintering resulted from
this procedure, however the adhesion problem remained.
In addition to problems with excessive particle size in
lead, copper powder from suppliers other than Colonial
Metal Corporation also had too large a particle size distri-
bution (large particle diameters). However, the most recent
batch of copper received from Colonial Metals Corporation
was below specifications for particle size and gave problems
with a) the amount of powder that could be accommodated. by
a given quantity of vehicle (metal content) and b) the
apparent "fluffiness" of the metal powder. Both a) and b)
are attributable to smaller than usual particle diameters.
A total of 99 different paste formulations were manufactured
by the previous subcontractor, including many attempts to
reproduce 5071, S079 and S080 which represented the best
solar cell electrodes made to date (previous contract
#955164) 6 . It was deemed appropriate to start over number-
ing pastes manufactured by the new subcontractor, beginning
with Fl (which would have been S100 under the old scheme).
The first fluorocarbon ink in this series was F4 utilizing
0.7 wt% fluorocarbon powder with the results described
above.
Q
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Pastes were produced with various coliper powders including
copper flake (see section 4,1 ), without a marked improve-
ment. Fluorocarbon content was varied from 0.7 wt% (F4)
to 2.1 wt% (Fll) with the medium range (1.0 to 1.2 wt%)
yielding the best results.
An extensive analysis was undertaken by Dr. Joseph Parker,
of the possible chemical reactions ofthe paste constituents
throughout the thermal history of the screened electrodes.
A set of simple equations was written and the thermo--
chemical analysis was done,based upon heats of reaction from
published or derived heats of formation,for the various
compounds. The numerical value and algebraic signs of the .
heats of formation indicate the likelihood.that certain
reactions are emphasized or reduced in quantity. Sub-
sequently it was desirable to verify these clues by direct
experimentation and further physical analysis with differ-
ential thermal analysis (DTA) and thermal gravimetric analy-
sis (TGA).(see section 7.0).
The above analysis showed that it would be desirable to
provide an additional liquid medium,whose function was to
promote contact between the copper powder grains and the
freshly exposed silicon surface during the scavenging
activity of the fluorine from the fluorocarbon source.
Earlier work with silver fluoride had shown that the fluorine
scavenging activity takes place very rapidly (til sec), while
the silver fluoride salt is in a liquid form. The reaction
33
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products, solid silver metal and gaseous silicon tetra-
fluoride, as well as water, drive the reversible reaction
in one direction through the mass action law, and the con-
tact between silver and silicon is a consequence of the
reaction site. Contact between the copper grains and the
silver fluoride is promoted by the liquid lead (l,,.quid
phase sintering medium), during the longer term of the
sintering step. In the case of the fluorocarbon deconrao-
sition the reaction proceeds without the presence of suffi-
cient liquid phase, making the contact between copper and
freshly exposed silicon less probable. This is because the
amount of fluorocarbon has to be kept low due to other
potential spoiler :reactions and due to the low density of
fluorocarbon making it a nonideal transport medium. An
additional liquid medium, lead acetate, melting point 2800C,
was therefore chosen to transport copper grains to freshly
exposed silicon sites. Liquid sintering of the copper
matrix is still thought to be a solution growth phenomenon
accomplished, by the liquid metal lead.
The first paste containing lead aceta±;e and fluorocarbon
powder was F13 copper paste. The composition of this paste
is given in Table 1 below.
Table 1. Composition of Paste F13
Material	 Source	 Amount (wt%)
Vehicle	 Dupont	 34.0
Fluorocarbon	 Dupont	 1.1
Aluminum-Silicon eutectic Alfa-Ventron 	 1.1
Lead Acetate	 Bakers	 2.3
Lead Metal	 MCB	 4.6
Copper '4etal	 Colonial	 56.9
34
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The paste was screened as a test pattern as well as solid
electrode. During firing at a temperature of 556 0C several
variations of gas ambients were tried. The normal nitrogen-
hydrogen two step firing gave reasonably good adherence,
although some pulloff was observed in the Scotch tape test.
The two step firing process was described previously , but
will be repeated in Table II for the sake of completeness.
Table II Two Step Firing Process
Time
(minutes) Gas
10 Nitrogen
3 Nitrogen
5 Nitrogen
8 Hydrogen
2 Hydrogen
5 Hydrogen
5 Nitrogen
Wafer Temperature and Location
ti250C(Room temperature)outside furnace
800C - 1500C(dry)at furnace entrance
at temperature(ti550 0C)in furnace
at temperature(%550 0C)in furnace
5500C -} 25 0C(slow cool)to furnace exit
Cool outside furnace
Cool outside furnace
Best results were obtained in a run in which the sintering took
place in nitrogen and hydrogen was used only during the cooling
phase. A Scotch tape test (See Section 4.3 performed on the
Electrode from this run gave good results with virtually no
pulloff.
Figure 24and 25show SEM micrographs of F13 electrodes fired at
5500C by the hydrogen cool process, with indicated magnifica-
tions. It can be seen that the degree of sintering is inade-
quate,.and there is some evidence of oxidation in Figure 25
The two conditions may be related j.,n that the lack of sintering
may be due to lack of wetting by the liquid phase sintering
A
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SEM micrographs of substrates under above electrodes.
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Figure 24 1800x	 Figure 25 9000x
SEM micrographs of F13, copper fluorocarbon electrode.
36
medium (lead) , since hydrogen is introduced only during cool-
down. Figure 26 and 27 show SER micrographs taken of substrates
under F13 electrodes (525 00) after electrodes were removed
mechanically. The white beads covering the surface appear to
be dielectric in nature judging from the presumed charging
effects OE Figure 27 Therefore we believe the material to
have resulted from the load acetate and expect it to be lead
oxide.
0
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5.2 Solar Cell Experiments
Screening experiment with F13, 16, 17 and F20 paste was made
	 ;I
on 2 X 2 cm phosphorus diffused laser scribed and broken 	 t
solar cell material.
	 The back contact only was provided
with a screened electrode of the above pastes. The specimens
were fired by the normal two step procedure at 575 0C and
6250 C. The results were variable with most specimens .failing
the Scotch tape test. One device (not tape tested) was
transmitted to the Jet Propulsion Lab for application of
front contacts (Ti-Pd-Ag) and measurement.
The IV curve is shown in figure 28 The curve is charact-
eristic of poor series and shunt resistance. An attempt to
etch the cell edge to increase shunt resi^a-?nc^ tG6aited in
some improvement in open circuit voltage but simultaneously
increased the series resistance, presumably as the cell mask
(tape) was removed. While the device electrode (F16
screened paste) is far from optimized, it is an indication
that the flouorocarbon containing paste is viable for solar
cell electrodes.	 The uncoated solar cell had an efficiency 	 a:
of 7.0% initially (corresponding to 9.6% AM1 with AR
coating).
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6.0 Front Contact Considerations
6.1 Theory
The front contact of modern solar cells is applied to
nearly degenerate n type semiconductor surfaces with
impurity concentrations from 10 19 atoms/cm- 3 to
1021	atoms/cm73 with phosphorous being the donor
conventionally in use.	 Due to the high surface concen-
tration and resulting high conductivity in accordance with
(1)	 a = Nqu
where	 cr -	 conductivity (S] cm) -1
N = carrier concentration, cm-3
q = electronic charge, coulombs
P = mobility, cm2/V - sec
it is relatively simple to provide a good ohmic contact to
the front surface of solar cells. This results from the
fact that the electron tunneling probability is a function
of the carrier concentration on both sides of the
interface. When a metal coats the surface of a semi-
conductor, the depletion width within the semiconductor
shrinks as a function of carrier concentration, thereby
enhancing the tunneling probability. An enhanced tunneling
probability provides for ready carrier flow through the
barrier constituted by the contact potential between
contact metal and semiconductor surface.
40	 Y"
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The depletion width, W, can be calculated from
2ES	
--.
(2) W = 
qN (VR + VD - qT) cm	 Ref 7D,A	
-12
where ES = permittivity of the semiconductor 1.06.10
	
F/cm	
-19q	 = electronic charge, 1, . 6.10 20 Cou^ombN = donor concentrations,l'10	 cm-
rvA =acceptor concentration, 5 •10 19 cm3
V  = applied bias voltage, VR = 0
(3)	 VD = h - ^n = contact potential
4N copper - semiconductor barrier = 0.69eV
Ref 8
ABP _ 0.46eV	 Ref 8
(4)	 ^n = Ec - EF = 0.0326eV
p = EF - EV= 0.0452eV
(5)	 Ec = Conduction band edge potential, eV
EF = Fermi energy, eV
k = Boltzmann constant J1 0K
T = Absolute Temperature °K
The depletion width of the front contact is
W	 = 29.5
in the silicon.
The maximum field Em is given by
( 6 ) Em 2gND ' A (VR+VD -kq)	 = 4.38 . 106 V/cm	 Ref 7
Es
The contact resistivity can be calculated from the tunneling
conductance
2
(7)	 Rc =Go 1 -- Wm (q) exp 4 hW 2m	 Ref 9
Wo
'	 (8)	 = 3.16'10 -11y mA m exp 1.025WO m*/
41
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where	 h Planck's constant
(m*/m)e	 - 0.1905 the effective electronic mass
in the <100> direction
(9)	 (m*/m)h = 0.16 the effective hole mass in the
<100> direction
= Eg -c B = 0.42eV
E 	 = Energy gap of silicon = 1.1leVGermanium = 0.65ev
W	 = Depletion width in Rngstroms
The calculated front contact tunneling resistance is
Rc	 = 1.69 10— s n cmz I
Since the barrier voltage values vary among workers, and
their magnitude affects the argument of the exponent in equations
7, & 8, the calculated contact resistance is subject to wide
variations.
4 ":r
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Similiarly, the carrier concentra;l ion at specific depths
and at the front surface is difficult to obtain precisely.
The uncertainties in barrier voltage can result in
depletion widths varying by a factor of two or more, giving
tunneling resistances differing by three orders of
magnitude.	 Figure 29 shows the variation of tunneling
resistance as a function of barrier (or depletion)
thickness.
Rc
cm2
10-1
10-2
10-3
10-4
10-5
FIG 29
	
Contact tunneling resistance
versus depletion width W
The depletion width for a copper contact to a backsurface
3
field cell (NA = 5. 10
18 
Al /CM ) is 105 angstroms, yielding
7	 2
a calculated tunneling contact resistance of 1.14 • 10 Rcm.
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The energy band relationships for a copper contact on a
silicon front surface doped with 1 . 10 20 phosphorus atoms/cm'
are shown in Figure 30 using the values calculated above.
For the sake of completeness an energy band diagram is
included in Figure 31 depicting the back contact
relationships for a BSF cell, or a copper contact
containing eutectic aluminum-silicon additive. For the
case of aluminum-germanium (S080) a hetero - epitaxial
situation exists, leading to a smaller band gap on the
semiconductor side of the contact ( EG	 (germanium)
0.65eV).
For the case of a germanium-aluminum contact alloy on the
cell backsurface the redeposition of aluminum doped
germanium on the silicon leads to a narrower depletion
width of 23.2 Rngstroms due to a higher carrier
20
concentration (NA = 1.3 . 10	 Al cm ) and smaller barrier
height of 0.42 eV. The effective mass of the hole is also
T*
considerably smaller in germanium (m =0.042). This leads
e
to a tunneling resistance of 7.5 • 10	 ohm-cm.
When the semiconductor surface has a higher resistivity, it
may be necessary to make special provisions in applying the
ohmic contact by utilizing a technique to dope the surface
of the semiconductor under the electrode metal. When
firing temperatures are sufficiently high (^ 800 0 C) this may
be done by including an elemental donor impurity in the
1.
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metal and allowing it to diffuse into the semiconductor
during the firing step, by solid state diffusion. Since
only the surface needs to be doped, the donor atom must
become a substitutional impurity in the silicon lattice
within a few lattice spaces of the surface. A brief firing
period will usually suffice.
At very low temperature ( - 600 C) it may be difficult to
obtain a sufficient surface concentration of dopant atoms
by diffusion and therefore a different technique is
employed. A eutectic alloy of dopant and semiconductor
material is made a part of the electrode paste with the
object of getting some of the eutectic to bridge
semiconductor and metal. 	 During the firing step the
eutectic melts, dissolving more silicon. As the
temperature is lowered again the dissolved silicon
precipitates on the surface, retaining donor solid
solubility concentrations, and thereby facilitating ohmic
contact. Since the solid solubility of some elements in
silicon is small, the use of this method is beneficial only
when the front surface donor concentration is less than the
donor solid solubility.
0
6.2  Experiments
Two pastes were prepared for the front contact experiment.
5071 is an undoped copper paste, which should provide the
desired contact on phosphorus diffused solar cells, by
virtue of the above arguments. A paste was also prepared
47
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to address the second possibility, providing an epitaxial
	
$
crystalline layer, doped with antimony.
	 ThisY	 Y	 P	 y•	 paste was
E
fabricated by producing an eutectic alloy of antimony-
germanium, reducing the resulting ingot to powder, and
adding he material to the 	 !
	 paste (5 wt.^).
}
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7.0	 Theoretical Considerations of Reactions .j
The	 subject	 process	 involves
	 the	 firing,	 in	 special
atmospheres, and at elevated temperatures, of a multi-
component	 metal, powder	 ink.	 These	 conditions favor	 the
occurrence of numerous chemical reactions.
Such reactions are thought 	 to be the cause of observed poor
reproducibility of	 some performance characteristics
	 of the
ink
	 .despite care	 taken to control
	 known parameters.
	 One
means for	 gaining an insight	 to the possible	 reactions is
the analysis	 of reasonable combinations
	 o4° disintegrations
of	 materials
	 present	 and	 using	 principles
	 of	 chemical
thermodynamics
	
and	 kinetics,
	
to	 evaluate (even
	 if	 only
qualitatively) the probability
	 that such reactions actually
take place.
The heat of a reaction	 is a readily obtained measure of the
tendency of a	 reaction to proceed.	 Reactions which produce
a	 great deal
	 of heat	 are much more	 likely to	 occur than
those	 which	 require	 the absorption
	 of	 much
	 heat.	 The
development of
	
the enthalpy change of
	 reaction heat arises
from
	
the definition
	 of the enthalpy	 change of
	 a process,
viz.
-	 A H=DE+O(pV) ,
and the first law of thermodynamics,
AE=Q-W=QH-0 (pV) ,
In these	 equa•cions p is the pressure, V
	 is the volume, and o
AE is the total energy change for a system change in which an
amount of heat,	 Q, is added to the system
	 and an amount of
s
v
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work W, is removed from the system. In the case of the
reactions of interest the process is one which takes place
at constant pressure and involves only volume change work.
This leads to:
AHr = Qp-W A- A (pv )	 Qp
Which is the enthalpy change or "heat of reaction" for a
constant pressure process.
Let us now consider the constant pressure combustion of
methane where
CH4 + 20 2 * CO 2
 + 2H2 
The enthalpy change for this reaction is:
A Hr = (El co2 + 2HH2O ) - (HCH4 + 2H02)
Where the sub.scripted values are the enthalpies of the
indicated molecules. This is simply the difference between
the initial and .final system enthalpies. The above relation
may also be written as the enthalpy equation,
HCH4 + 2H02 = HC 02 + 2HH20 - AHr
Conservation of matter concepts allow us to use molecular
heats of formation for the subscripted enthalpies because
Elemental enthalpies cancel. (and are given a value of zero
when they appear in a reaction) when enthalpy changes are
computed.	 Tables of heats of formation are readily found
(Refs. 10, 11,&12) and this fact makes the rough calculation
of heats of reaction a fairly simple  matter in most cases.
The heats of formation for the gaseous molecules of this
i
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example are:
OHCH4 = 17.9, 4H0^	 0.0, AHCO2 = --94.1, AHH2O = - 57.8
I4
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These values are for the 25 0C formation at one atmosphere of
the	 gaseous	 molecules	 (from	 elements)	 expressed	 in
kilocalories	 per gram	 mole.	 The	 reaction	 heat for	 the
combustion of one	 mole of methane under these conditions is
'	 therefore;
OHr
 =-94.1 + 2 (-57.8) - (-17.9) -2 (0.0) =.191.8k cal/mole
The reaction represented here 	 is exothermic since Qp(=QHr),
the	 heat	 put	 into	 the	 system,	 is	 negative.	 The
corresponding enthalpy equation is:
CH4
 + 20 2 = CO 2 + 2H2O + 191.8	 k cal/mole p
Here the molecular	 formulas are used to represent the heats
of formation to simplify the notation. -
The	 enthalpy	 change	 shown is	 due	 to	 the reaction	 when
carried	 out at	 room	 temperature.	 Since the	 state of	 a
system is independent of	 the process path used to reach it,
we may derive a correction expression for enthalpy change in
a reaction which takes place at a temperature, T 1 other than
at room temperature, T2-
The	 room temperature	 enthalpy	 of reaction	 plus the	 heat
needed to bring the products to temperature T 1 is;
AHa	 01-ir (Tp)	 +r 1 fCp dT0
Where Cp represents the heat capacity of the products. 	 This
corrected enthalpy value, 	 AHa, must be the	 same as the sum
of the heat	 required to bring the reactants to temperature,
T1 , and the heat of reaction at Tl , which is;
OF,b
 =	 Hr
 (T1)	 = TD fCp dT r
51	 h
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Where 4 represents the heat capacity of the reactants.
When these are equated (AHa=AHb) the desired value for the
enthalpy of reaction at T, is obtaineki by rearrangement and
combination of terms. Thus,
AHr (TI) = Asir (T O ) + j T, (Cp - Cr ) dTTo P	 p
The correction term in the above equation involves heat
capacities at constant pressure which arc', in general.,
functions of temperature.
it was implied earlier that the larger the exothermic heat,
the greater the tendency for the reaction, as written, to
proceed from left to right. We may infer from the
discussion of the heat of reaction that strongly endothermic
reactions tend to proceed from right to left.
Two factors which may modify or even overide the above
considerations are: I.	 Reaction activation energy and 2.
Mass action effects. 	 Values for the former are obtained
from investigations of the kinetics of the reaction. These
will not be detailed here. The latter are based on the
general observation that reaction rates increase with an
increase in the amount or concentration of reactants. When
a reaction produces a gas and a condensed molecule so that
the gas tends to separate from the other products, the
reverse or right-to-left reaction is inhibited by the loss
of the gas.	 This represents a net increase in the
lef t-to-right reaction.
Because activation energy is often an influential factor in
52
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the observed vigor of a particular reaction scheme,
available indications of actual reaction or non-reaction
take precedence over other considerations. The relation
between the heat of reaction, AH r and the activation Ienergy?
AE., is shown in Figure 32.
The materials and firing conditions for the current ink
formulations suggest the following four categories of
reactions:
I Fluorocarbon f ormu lation, Nitrogen atmosphere
II Fluorocarbon formulation, Hydrogen atmosphere
III	 Silver fluoride, Nitrogen atmosphere
IV Silver    f luorlda, Hydrogen atmosp 1her e
In addition to those already indicated, materials of
interest are: copper, lead,	 silicon, silver, and their
hydrides, oxides, fluorides,	 and nitrides.	 Heats of
formation for some of these materials are listed in TablelIZ.
i
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Figure 32	 The Relation Between Heat of Reaction
and Reaction Activation Energy
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TABLE III
Selected Heats of Formation
Molecule AHf
----------------------------------------------------------
Molecule AHf
or State 250C or State 250C
Atom
----------------------------
Kcal/mole Atom
--------------------------'---
Kcal/mole
Si s 0.0 02 g 0.0
SiO2 s -205.4 0 g 59.2
SiF 4 g -370.0 CO g -26.4
Si3N4 s -179.3 CO2 g -94.1
SiH g -14.8 CH4 g -17.9
sic 4 s -26.7 C2F4 g -173.8
C 2H4F g -309.9
Ag s 0.0
AgF s -48.5 Cu s 0.0
Cu0 s -37.1
F g 0.0 CuF2 s -136.9
F2 g 18.3 CuAc2 s -213.2
F2 0 9 5.5
Pb s 0.0
N2 g 0.0 Pb0 s -52.2
N g 85.6 Pb02 s -66.1
NF 3 g -11.0 PbF3 s -158.5
NH4 F s -111.6 PbF4 s -222.3
PbAc 
2
s -230.5
H Z g 0.0 PbAc2.3H20 s -443.1
H g
H 2 O g -57.8 A1F3 s 311.0
HF g -64.2
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Enthalpy equations for selected category I reactions are:
1. C 2F 4 (g) +Si0 2 (s)=SiF 4 (g) +2CO(g)+ 43.6
2. 3C 2F 4 (g) +Si 3N 4 (s)=3SiF 4 (g)+6C(s)+2N (g)+ 136.4
3. 0 2F 4 (g)+3Si(s)=SiF 4 (g)+2SiC(s)+ 249.6
4. C 2 F 4 (g)+S1(s)=SiF 4 (g)+2C(s)+ 196.2
5. C 2F 4 (g)+2PbO(s)=2PbF 2 (s)+2CO(g)+ 91.6
6. C 2F 4 (g)+2CuO(s)=2CuF 2 (s)+2CO(g)+ 58.6
7. 2N 2 (g)+3Si(s)=Si 3N 4 (s)+ 179.3
This selection of "reasonable combinations" is a first pass
rather than a complete list. 	 Further analysis should
eliminate some listed equations and add some new ones.
It should be noted that the specification of the state of a
molecule is important in the choice of a value for its heat
of formation. In these (and :Following) equations, the
state, s=solid, g=gas, parenthetically follows the molecular
symbol.
	
The above reaction heats (except for equ-
ations	 2	 and	 7 )	 are for one	 mole of
tetraEluoroethylene.
Although the reaction postulated for the formation of SiC
(#3) seems highly favored by a large exotherm and by mass
action, it is not observed and therefore equation #3 must be
discounted. On the other hand, it is observed that Si is
quite likely to react with strongly electronegative atoms so
equations #4 and #7 seem reasonable in view of their
appreciable exothermic heats.
The rejection of equation #3 is more readily seen when it is
56
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viewed as the sum	 of two equations, namely, equation #4 and
(two times) equation #8 below.
8.	 Si(s)+C(s)=SiC(s)+ 26.7
t
This reaction	 has neither a large	 exotherm nor mass action
a to favor it.
Reaction #1,	 which removes Si0 2	 from the substrate surface
is the	 intended purpose of 	 the fluorocarbon powder	 in the
r ink	 formulation.	 The	 occurence	 of	 this	 reaction	 is
supported by some experimental work i2.
None of the	 other reactions indicated above is particularly
beneficial to the	 ink firing process. 	 Equation #7 suggests
the	 possibility	 of	 reaction	 between nitrogen 	 and	 fresh
fi
4
silicon	 surfaces	 and	 thereby	 implies	 that	 air-exposed
t
silicon surfaces might be at least partly covered by nitride
8
molecules.
Equations #2 and	 #4 are strongly favored and specify carbon
deposition	 at,	 the	 silicon	 surface	 due	 to	 fluorocarbon
1 reactions.	 Relatively poor	 conductivity and 	 adhesion are
t expected	 at	 such	 sites	 so	 reducing	 the	 amount	 of	 1
fluorocarbon in formulations should improve ink results.
There are	 relatively large amounts 	 of copper in	 these ink
formulations so a	 small amount of copper fluoride formation
from equation	 #6 should cause little 	 trouble but there are
ff
r
"!A
only small amounts 	 of formulation lead so equation #5 which
converts lead to its fluoride might substantially reduce the
proportion	 of	 metallic lead	 and
	
this	 would suppress the
lead-dependent	 process	 of liquid	 phase	 sintering.	 Poor yf.
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;fsintering had been noted in fired inks so new formulations
appeared to provide improved sintering and adhesion
It is known that there were air leaks into the kiln during
earlier experimental ink firings. Some of the likely oxygen
reactions are:
9. Si(s) +0 2 (g)=Si0 2 (s)+ 205.4
10. Cu(s)=1/20 2 (g)=Cuo(s)+ 37.1
11. Pb(s)+1/20 2 (g)=PbO(s)+ 52.2
Depending upon where in the process such reactions occurred,
the oxides formed could cause poor sintering, poor adhesion,
and poor solderability of the fired inks. Appropriate
imp rovements have been made in the process and equipment so
that problems due to oxide formation have been all but
eliminated.
In the case of category III reactions, where silver ;Fluoride
is a constituent of the ink formulation and nitrogen is the
firing atmosphere, the equations for selected reactions are:
12. AgF(s)=Ag(s) +1/2F 2 (g)- 48.5
13. SiO 2 (s)+4AgF(s)=SiF 4 (9)+4Ag(s)+0 2 (g)- 29.4
14. Si(s)+4AgF(s)=SiF 4 (g)+4Ag(s)+ 176.0
15. Si 3 N4 (s)+12AgF(s)= 3SiF 4 (g)+12Ag(s)+2N 2 (g)+ 348.7
16. Cu(s) +2AgF(s)=CuF 2 (s)+2Ag(s)+ 29.9
17. Pb(s)+2AgF(s)=PbF 2 (s) +Ag(s)+ 61.5
18. CuO(s) +04.AgF(s)=CuF2(s)+1/202(9) +2Ag(s)-7.2
19. PbO(s) +2AgF(s)=PbF 2 (s)+2Ag(s)+1/20 2 (9)+ 9.3
>
Equations #12 and #13 have been previously proposed 12,
F.
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Both are endothermic but are aided by mass action.
Observation indicates that #12 does not take place to any
extent in our firing range of 550 OC to 650 °C 11,
however equation #13 has been shown to proceed 12.
Equation #14 has been observed to take place at an extremely
rapid rate 51,.
Equation #15 appears to be a promising answer to problems
arising from silicon nitride formation due to equation #7
since it is strongly favored by exotherm and mass action,
and deposits metallic silver rather than carbon which is the
residue of fluorocarbon action on silicon nitride (eq. #2).
As in the case of the fluorocarbon reactions, reactions #16
through #19, which produce fluorides of lead and copper are
not beneficial to the electrode process. Indeed, the loss
of metallic lead through fluoride formation might be quite
detrimental. Reductions of silver fluoride content in ink
formulations seem to have resulted in improved adhesion and
sintering.
Equations for some reactions which might occur during the
hydrogen atmosphere portion of the firing, i.e. categories
II and IV, are as follows:
20. CuO(s)+H 2 (g) =Cu (s)+ H2O+20.7
21. Pb0(s)+H 2 (g)=Pb(+s)+H 20(9)+ 5.6
22. CuF 2 (s)+H 2 (g) =Cu(s)+2HF(g)+ 1.5
23. PbF 2 (s)+H 2 (g)=Pb(s)+2HF(g)- 30.1
24. Si0 2 (s)+4H 2 (g)=SiH 4 (g)+2H 2 0(g)- 75.0
25. 02 (g)+2H 2 (g)=2H 2 O(g)+ 115.6
7 ,010
r
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26. Si(s)+211 2 (g) =SiH 4 (g)+ 14.8
27. C(s)+2Hg)=CH 4 (gj+ 17.9
28. C 2 F 4 (g)+13, (g)=C 2 H 2 F 4 (g)+ 136.1
29. AgF(s)+l/:ZH 2 (9)=Ag(s)+I^iF(9)+ 15.7
The reaction heats here are in kilocalories for one grata
mole of the first molecule in the equation.
Equations #20 through #23 represent the restoration (by
reduction) of metallic copper and Lead from their oxides and
fluorides which formed during the earlier nitrogen
atmosphere portion of the firing cycle. Equation #20 is
observed (by color change) to take place under conditions of
hydrogen firing, but the endothermic reaction of equation
#23 probably does not take place, to any appreciable extent,
despite its mass action assist.
The above reductions and their reverses (oxidations) could
be verified by Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA) methods.
Table IV summarizes the expected TGA results. In these
experiments the reverse fluoride reactions would be done in
N 2 with excess fluorocarbon polymer powder mixed with the
metal powder since the fluorocarbon has been found to
convert completely to gaseous products above 550 0C or so.
t
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Table IV
	
Data for Metals Oxidation and Reduction
Studies
1
Com- Color MW	 Metal React.	 Oxide.	 ltedu. $
pound	 MW	 #	 Wt. Gain Wt. Logs
----------------------------------------------------------
Cuo	 Black	 79.5	 63.6	 20	 25.0	 20.0
PbO	 yellow 222.2	 207.2	 21	 7.7	 7.2
CuF
	
white	 101.5	 63.6	 22	 59.6	 37.3
PbF	 color- 245.2	 207.2	 23	 18.3	 15.5
less
The indirect evidence that reductions of fluoride in ink
formulations bring improved bonding and sintering supports
the idea that equation 023 does not proceed and that once
lead fluoride is formed, it remains in the f ired ink.
It is well known that the endothermic reaction of eq. #24
does not take place even at the elevated temperatures of ink
firing. Equation #25 has been observed (by moisture
condensation) at firing temperatures, but the extent of the
equation #26 reaction may be limited because of the
instability of many of the silanes.
Equation #26 may be more accurately stated by:
nSi+(n+l)H 2 + SinH2n +2
Similarly, the reaction of equation #27 could be written,
}
nC+(n+1)FI,
	 CnH2n+2
The heats of formation per mole of carbon (or silicon)
hydrides decrease asymptotically with increasing n, as shown
in Figure 33.
This indicates that the n=1 compounds would strongly
61
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predominate in the composition of a reaction mix.
The classic procedure for the production of silanes using
magnesium silicide in H 2 and HC1 16	results in
40% SiH, 30% Si 2H 6 15%	 Si.3H8,	 10% Si 4H 10 and 5% higher
silanes 17.
Non-volatile silicon hydride polymers which include an
unsaturated bond have also been prepared i ' These
may arise from,
n$i + nH 2	(SiH2) n
Condensed hydride polymers or homologues of silicon
(silanes) or carbon (alkanes) deposited on the silicon
substrate wou'.0 be expected to affect adversely the physical
and electrical properties of fired inks.
On examination of the reaction enthalpies and mass action
effects it appears likely that hydrogen does react, during
:Firing, with residual tetrafluor_oethylene (eq. #28) in
category II or with silver fluoride (eq. #29) in category
IV.
The hydrogen atmosphere ph&-le of firing has been associated
with frequent random incidents of very poor ink adhesion
using inks which previously gave excellent bonding. In some
cases, ink samples which were well bonded (but somewhat
oxidized) during the nitrogen firing showed no bonding after
hydrogen firing. One possible explanation is that bonding
sites on the silicon substrate are chemically attacked by
the HF generated according to equations #22 and #29 in
hydrogen firing.ing
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Figure 33 Heats of Formation Versus
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n for the Alkane Series
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A reduction of the temperature of the ink sample during
hydrogen firing gives an improvement in ink bonding, which
could be attributed to a reduction in. the extent of
equations #22 and #29.
Another hypothesis is the occupation of dangling electron
bonds on silicon surfaces by hydrogen or possibly the
displacement of metal atoms by hydrogen (section 8.0).
These preliminary applications of simple chemical ideas have
pointed to some fruitful directions for experimental work
aimed at improvement of ink materials and processes.
	 In
particular, progressive fluoride reductions and mi lder
hydrogen treatments, which were suggested by thermochemical
and mass action considerations, proved quite beneficial to
the mechanical properties of the ink system.
Inconsistency of results still plagues the ink formulations
containing fluorocarbon powder, and early studies of ink
electrical performance indicate a need for increased
knowledge of the chemistry of these ink systems.
To this end, the work of this report should be expanded to
include literature searches to unearth more possible
reactions and provide needed heat capacities and activation
energies. Experimental work making use of TGA and
differential thermal analysis (DTA) should be increased and
in addition, the simple theoretical tools of chemical
kinetics and chemical equilibrium should be applied to the
determination of the likely extent of candidate reactions.
1
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8.0 Information Exchange with German R&D Labs
During the month of October, two Siemens facilities in
Munich, Germany were visited. At the semiconductor device
plant at Frankfurter Ring, Drs. K. Reuschel and K. Platzbder
were met and device processing was discussed.
The Wacker-Chemie plant at Burghausen,Bavaria, Mr. Vieweg-
Gutberlet was also visited and silicon material properties
(minority carrier lifetime and defect phenomena) were dis-
cussed.
The Solid State Institutr- (IFT) of the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft
was visited and contact problems,as well as minority carrier
lifetime measurements were discussed with Dr. H. Sigmund.
Siemens Research Labs,Neu-Perlach was visited on two occa-
sions and solar cell. research (Siemens'amorphous sputtering
and evaporation approach) were discussed, as well as contact
problems, minority carrier lifetime measurement and other
activities.. Research lab personnel interviewed were
Drs. G. Winstel, J.G. Grabmaier, E.F. Krimmel, Patalong,
M. M811er, R.D. Pl&ttner and Herberg.
Several papers were obtained from the Siemens group. One
of these discussed the strong attachment of hydrogen to
the dangling bonds in amorphous silicon material. Quoting
the reference "The most striking feature shown by these
measurements is however the great bond strength of the
hydrogen in the a-Si:H,Cl network up to very high tempera-
tures. Only at temperatures of about 1000 0K do perceptible
^y
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amounts of hydrogen escape, which may be due to recrystalli-
zation setting in at this temperature 18 . Since the surface
of crystalline silicon has dangling bonds, similar to the
amorphous material, this may help explain the displacement
of silver and copper observed at high temperatures in hydro-
gen ambients. This phenomenon is discussed in further detail
in the appropriate section.
4
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9.0 Firing Experiments
9.1 Furnace Ca libration
Evidence of drifting of the temperature control
Chromel-Alumel thermocouple led to a recalibration of the
furnace. The profile shown in figure 34 resulted from
probing the furnace tube with a Pt - Pt + 13% Rh
thermocouple connected to a digital microvolt meter. Only
the exit portion: of the profile extending beyond the center
of the furnace is shown, as it is the region of major
interest in our Experimentation.
It has been made a part of the experimental protocol to get
temperature readings at least at the beginning and end of
each run with the platinum thermocouple and digital meter.
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9.2 Gas Ambients
During firing tests it was found that;
a) nitrogen .Firing resulted in severely oxidized copper
grains
b) the position of silicon wafers (standing in slotted boat
i
5	 or lying flat) had a bearing on the results
i
c) the duration of the second step (hydrogen flow) in the
two step firing was a factor in the adherence of the
electrode to the silicon substrate
Several explanations are possible for this behavior.
Contamination of the source flora gases was ruled out, since
t
it was verified that all nitrogen procured, since firing
first commenced, was oil pumped (vs. water pumped), and no
other evidence pointed in that direction. However back
streaming, convective flow and therefore air contamination
of furnace atmosphere in the open exit quartz tube was
G	 •
considered likely. Further, contamination of furnace quartz
furniture was a possibility and was therefore assumed. The
following steps were taken at the end of the reporting
period to counter the reported problems.
1) Convection and backstreaming were reduced by insertion
of an alumina "wool" plug into the quartz tube exit
during firing. This plug restricts the exit diameter,
breaks up the gas stream into a number of small
filamentary streams and increases the velocity of the
streams markedly, thereby reducing backdifFusion.
i
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2)	 All quartz furniture was taken to a professional glass	 4
shop for cleaning.
During the final portion of the reporting period it was
found that the higher the temperature of the hydrogen
	
treatment, the more likely electrode separation would	 !
i
occur.	 At temperatures below 380 0 C, the effect of
i
hydrogen upon adhesion appeared to be minimal. For this
	
reason a f iring prof ile was devised as shown in f igure 35
	 j
	While there was some concern that initial oxidation
	 Er
might impair the frit metal wetting process of the
copper grains, this proved to be a less significant
j
factor for the following reason: During the initial
firing process a reducing atmosphere is produced in the
furnace by the organic constituants of the paste vehicle
I
and binder.	 This material is removed and transported
'I
away from the firing site.	 Only then does the
	
coppergrain matrix as well as the lead frit metal	 E
become succeptible to oxidation due to contamination,
backstreaming and backdifEusion of oxygen.	 While this
3
	can be reduced, as discussed in the next section, the 	 j
use of hydrogen during the cooling phase of the firing
cycle is helpful in maintaining metallic surface
properties and appearance.
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1)
2)
3)
4)
eaning Procedure
Bakeout at 570 0C in air
convert metals to oxide,
Soak in 30% hydrofluoric
Scrub with cheesecloth (
Rinse in deionized water
(burnout of organic chemicals,
remove strains in quartz)
acid
in dilute hydrofluoric acid)
and dry
This cleaning procedure is routinely used by General Atomics
Cor-portation, San Diego.
A number of firing experiments were done after the .furnace
quartz ware was returned to service. 	 The exit baffle
diffuser plug allowed making pure nitrogen flow firing
without showing visible oxidation.	 However, neither
sintering activity nor adherence were 	 significantly
improved.	 Further the reproducibility of results with
specific pastes either in separate firings or one firing
experiments are done in a semi-closed system, it was felt
that relocation of the equipment might be beneficial. The
location of the firing equipment until June 1981, 	 f
approximately two miles from the Pacific Ocean coast, is
7
within marine 1^.yer weather influence. 	 Of particular
concern is the possible major contamination with aerosol
	
1
salt powders. Some evidence of this was seen in the sodium
yellow flicker of the hydrogen effluent of the exit flame 	
i y't
curtain.	 It was therefore decided to relocate the firing
72
	 ry
facility to the Electrink plant approximately 9 miles from
the Pacific coast and more under desert weather influence.
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10.0 Preliminary Cost Analysis
While pastes manufactured to date do not satisfy all the
requirements with respect to adhesion, electrical
properties and resistance to environmental factors, a
preliminary cost study was undertaken.
The cost elements provided in this study should be looked
upon as constituting the upper limit in most cases. The
major constituent copper metal powder, is presently
obtained from a high priced source in order to maintain
close limits on a variety of physical parameters. It is
expected that further experimentation and insight will
allow the utilization of a less expensive material,
however, present calculations are based upon the high
copper price of $32/lb.. This material has not been made
in volume produc , ion by the manufacturer.
The sample pastes chosen for the cost analysis are F12
(silver fluoride) and F13 (fluorocarbon) composition.
Material costs and component cost percentages are given in
Table V. The material costs are given in dollars per troy
ounce of paste.
The third and sixth column of numbers give the component
cost percentages of the total paste material costs. This
number shows the cost drivers which are (in order of
importance): copper, solvent, resin and eutectic materials,
with silver fluoride being in 5th place.
b
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TABLE V Cost of Materials of fluorocarbon
and Si lver Fluoride ActivatedrCoffer Pastes
PASTE F12 PASTE P13
MATERIAL AMOUNT(wt%)	 COST $ COST % AMOUNT(wt%) COST $ COST %
Organic Solvent 31.2 0.343 20.5 30.8 0.338 21.0
Resin 4.2 0.093 5.56 2.2 0.0619 3.$3
Thixotropic Agent 0.6 0.0089 0.53 0.4 0.0059 0.37
Copper Powder 57.1 1.142 68.29 56.9 1.138 70.44
Lead Powder 4.6 0.014 0.84 4.6 0.014 0.87
Aluminum-Silicon
Eutectic 1.2 0.044 2.63 1.1 0.041 2.54
Silver Fluoride 1.1 0.0275 1.64 - - -
Lead Acetate - - 2.3 0.0122 0.76
FluoroCarbon - - - 1.1 0.0043 0.27
TOTAL MATERIAL COST $1.6724/oz $1.6156/oz
Based upon moderately large quantity production, the labor has been
calculated at $0.50 per oz.
Labor + Material
	 $2.1724/oz	 $2.1156/oz
A
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Depreciation:
The major apparatus for paste Eabrication is the roller
mill. New cost for a 5 X 10" mill is $8,000. Assuming an
eight year life, milling rate of 12 oz/hour, 24,000 oz/year
or 200,000 oz/per mill life. Factoring this into purchase
costs gives $0.04/ oz depreciation cost.
F12 = $2.2124/ oz	 F13 = $2.1556/ oz
Ancillary Material Costs
Paper wipes: one per oz	 140/box @ $2.00/Box,	 $0.014/oz
Cleaning solvent (P`EK) $209.60/55 gal. drum
_ $3.8/ gal
$1.007/'liter and 50cc/oz
Glassware (breakage + packaging)
1 beaker/1000 oz	 @ $2.00	 $.002
3.0 oz jar	 @ $0.45	 $.045
$0.050/oz
$0.047/oz
$0.111/oz
F12 = $2,3234/oz	 F13 = $2.2666/oz
76
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F12	 F13
;2.904/ oz	 $2.833/ oz
and stipulating a gross profit and sales cost of 30% we ho
a final cost of
`
t
S3.77/ oz (silver fluoride)	 S3.68/ oz (fluorocarbon;
a `^
$0.121/g	 $0.118/g
Cost per cell (Assuming 4" OD)
Front	 8% coverage	 0.025g	 required
j Back	 95%	 0.297g	 required
Total	 0.322g	 required
$0.0390/cell	 $.0380/cell
Add:i.tional cost of hydrogen firing: 	 $60/1000 cu. ft.
rc
flow 5 1 /min	 For 30 min./run	 28,300 1/tank = 189
runs/tank
50 cells/run	 189 runs = 9450 cells/tank @ $60
"v
$60/tank
'}4 ----	 -	 $0.0063/cell
4450 cells
Contact cost oer cell
F12 (silver :Fluoride)
$0.0390/cell
hydrogen cost	 .006
$0.0450/cell
F13 (fluorocarbon)
$0.0380/cell
.006
$0.0440/cell
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11.0 Conclusions and Problems
1. Both silver-fluoride and fluorocarbon screened paste
electrodes can be produced for approximately $0.04 per
watt.
2. Reproducible results have been achiev gd with adherent
copper electrodes containing 0.7 wt.% silver-fluoride,
although size of the firing load may be a factor.
3. Analogous results with amorphous silicon support the
hypothesis that hydrogen replaces metal - silicon bonds.
This led to a modified two step firing process.
4. A non optimum fluorocarbon activated copper paste (F16)
gave a projected AM 1 efficiency of 10%.
5. Carbon	 fluoride-copper	 pastes require	 further
modification	 to	 achieve reproducibly
	 adherent
electrodes.
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12.0 Recomendations
A problem which must be solved is the lack of reproduci-
bility. This may be due in part to the variability in
certain raw materials such as silver fluoride, and to the
possibility of self contamination, possibly based upon the
number of wafers being fired.
A more complete understanding of the chemical processes,
outlined in Section 7, would be helpful in achieving better
control. This can be facilitated by furthee experiments
with thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and differential
thermal analysis. (DTA)
The role of hydrogen on the silicon surface , can only be
hypothesized at this point. Further experimentation and
analysis with the properties of silicon surfaces exposed to
various heat treatments in hydrogen ambients, would be not
only helpful to a narrow segment photovoltaic processing
technology, but to the whole semiconductor technology and
industry.
Another approach to the hydrogen problem is experimentation
with alternative reducing ambients, such as carbon monoxide
for example.
Finally the question whether copper electrodes can be used
in solar cell front surfaces must be further addressed.
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13.0 New Technology
No new technology of patentable nature was developed during
the present term of thi3 contract.
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15.0 AP endix
TABLE VI
j
PASTE COMPOSITIONS (wt ^)
Oxide
	 Lead Lead Eutectic
Code Vehicle Cu metal	 Scavenger
	 Frit metal Acetate	 Additive
F1
2 Similar to S071 Different suppliers
3 23 69.3 A3.9	 3.9 - -
4
5 23 70 C1.6	 5 - --
6 44 49.8 A3.1
7 43 52 C1.2	 3.5 - -
8 35.3 60 C1.2	 3.5 - G3.9
9 22.2 66.7 A3.7	 3.7 -- G3.7
1.0 22 66.6 A3.7	 3.8 - -
11 36 53.3 C2.1	 4.3 - S4.3
12 36 57.1 A1.1	 4.6 - S1.2
13 34 56.9 C1.1	 4.6 2.3 S1.1
14 33 F57.8 C1.1	 4.6 2.3 S1.2 i
15 43.4 F48.8 C0.9
	 3.9 2.0 S1.0
16 33 55.8 C1.1	 4.5 4.5 S1.1
17 33 58.8 A1.2	 5.9 - S1.1 {
18 32 57.7 C1.1	 5.8 2.3 S1.1
19 31 59.4 C0.7	 5.9 2.4 S0.6
20 30 62.4 A0.7	 6.2 - S0.7
21 28 61.2 A3.6	 3.6 1.5 -
22 34 55.8 C1.1	 sn 3.6 4.5 -
Pb 1.5 i
F = Flake	 C = Fluorocarbon G = Al-Ge r"
A = Silver Fluoride S = Al-Si
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